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 Oz the Great and Powerful (2013)130 min - Action Of Adventure - March 8, 2013 (USA)Little Wizard with questionable ethics arrives in the magical land and must decide whether he will be a good man or a great one. Director : Sam RaimiWriters : L. Frank Baum (novel), Mitchell Kapner
(screenplay) Star starring : James Franco, Michelle Williams, Rachel Weisz story : Oscar Diggs (James Franco), a small circus magician with questionable ethics, cast from dusty Kansas in the busy land of Oz. At first he thinks he has hit the jackpot-fame and conditioned it for taking. That
all changes, however, when he meets three witches, Theodore (Mila Kunis), Evanora (Rachel Weisz), and Glinda (Michelle Williams), who are not convinced that he is the great wizard ever expected. Reluctantly embroiled in the epic challenges facing Oz and its residents, Oscar must find
out who is good and who is evil before it's too late. Putting his magical art to use through illusion, ingenuity and even a bit of witchcraft- Oscar transforms himself not only into the great and powerful Wizard of Oz, but also into the best man as well. Written by Walt Disney Studios Motion
Pictures.Download Link : Oz The Great and Powerful Oz Great and Powerful 2013 Double Audio ORG Hindi BluRay 480p 500MB ESubs IMDB: 6.3/10 Size: 495 MB Language: Hindi-English (Original DD Audio) Genre: Adventure, Family, Fantasy Quality: 480p BluRay Director: Sam Raimi
Writers: Mitchell Kapner, David Lindsay-Ader Stars: James Franco, Michelle Williams, Rachel Weisz Storyline: A disappointed circus magician from Kansas is transported to a magical land called Oz, where he will have to fulfill a prophecy to become king, and release it DOWNLOAD LINKS
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